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Abstract Nowadays, the math learning is an important step in developing professional
carriers in technical and economic sciences. Increasing the number of e-learning tools used
in universities courses can reduce the potential barrier of access to mathematical knowledge,
but most of them are not accessible for impaired students. Moreover, classical printed math
books include little explicit instructional information about structural information interpreta-
tions. Taking into account these barriers the article presents the developed method used for
creating interactive steps of decomposed math’s exercise solution and alternative description of
math formulas accessible for the blind. The elements of proposed methodology: generation of
state machine, design and presentation of transition conditions, generating the presentation
layer and a typical usage by a blind user are presented. A set of rules for describing
mathematical formulas were proposed after consultation with mathematicians and teachers
of blind people. The application was developed as web application. The graphical interface of
presented application was designed using PHP and JavaScript technologies. The collection of
prepared exercises include about 240 prepared exercises from different areas of mathematics
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and 60 selected exercises including alternative description layer. About 1000 students and
about 40 impaired students, from 6 faculties of the university use this platform during math
courses for both self and class learning. The defined rules were used to read aloud mathemat-
ical formulas to the visually impaired people with a different level of mathematical knowledge.
The results confirmed good understanding of mathematical formulas by using prepared
alternative description.

Keywords Interactive multimedia math presentation . Alternativemath presentation .Math
tutoring platform . Distance learning

1 Introduction

Presentation of the structural information contained in math formulas is a major challenge in
the field of interactive distance math training for visually impaired people. Blind people use
the voice presentation, but typical linear presentation with the voice may be ambiguous. This
problem has been partially solved in the mathematics extension of Digital Accessible Infor-
mation System (DAISY) standard (ANSI/NISO Z39.86-2005 R2012 Specifications for the
Digital Talking Book) [20]. The mathematical formula is written in MathML notation with
additional XML tag, which contains a link to the alternative voice description in the audio file.
The standard does not define the principles of an audio alternative description for math
formulas and does not allow navigation the inside description [4, 25, 32, 36]. Currently
existing solution is EasyReader that allows to read aloud mathematical formulas in DAISY
book, without navigation capabilities [10]. Another solution is MathPlayer that supports IE,
Firefox, Word and PowerPoint. It can read aloud mathematical formulas written in MathML
notation using speech synthesizer. Moreover, the supported screen readers must be installed in
operating system (JAWS or NonVisual Desktop). This tools provides 3 navigation modes [6,
27, 28]:

& enhanced - navigation by mathematically meaningful pieces (operators, delimiters, and
operands),

& simple - navigation by words except when you get to a 2D notation (fractions, roots, etc.),
then it speaks the entire notation,

& character - navigation by words or characters.

One of the most important stages in mathematical education is self-solving math exercises.
Disabled people encounter additional difficulties in accessing to visually presented information
and communication with others.

There are solutions for computer-aided presentation and learning of mathematics. One
of the most popular presentation tool is MathJax. This tool is a JavaScript library for
visual rendering of formulas created in MathML, LaTeX and ASCIIMathML using any
operating systems and web browsers [5]. One example of education platform is ALEKS
[7]. The idea of using these tools is that first the student’s knowledge is evaluate by
acquired answers to the questions. Based on the assessed responses ALEKS chooses the
correct subject and the degree of difficulty of presented materials. Another tool
supporting math learning is multi language e-learning platform ActiveMath [17]. It
integrates several features and tools e.g. computational algebra, functions chart plotter,
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search and user annotation. Other example of popular e-learning platform is Khan
Academy [22], which offers courses from many disciplines, including mathematics.
However, the visually impaired users report the accessibility problems (e.g. the problem
with reading numbers by screen readers like JAWS or NVDA). Accessibility of these
platforms was evaluated by visually impaired people using assistive technologies. The
results of the research conducted by the authors show low level of accessibility.

There are also other tools dedicated to impaired pupils. One of the existing example is
MiniMatecaVox [18], which provides subsidies for math teaching for the literacy phase of
visually impairment children. The software presents the children a ludic and pleasant envi-
ronment providing them at the same time math teaching, digital inclusion and recreation in
their education initial phase. More general solution is ChromeVox, which is accessibility
plugin to Chrome web browser [31]. It supports in particular the smart verbal presentation
and exploration of content that is either given in MathML or rendered with Mithra. To present
mathematical formulas in alternative form the Speech Rule Engine (SRE) is used. Speech Rule
Engine is a JavaScript library that translates XML formulas into speech strings according to the
rules that can be specified in an extended XPath (XML Path Language) syntax [30]. Currently,
Sorge in his solution proposed integration of Emacspeak (enable visually impaired users to
employ Emacs editor), MathJax and Speech rule engine to support visual impaired learners in
editing mathematics formulas [29].

In summary, there are many challenges in presenting the structural information
appearing in math exercises, in a concise way and consistent with the context. From
the technical point of view, the presented solution takes into account popular assistive
technologies like screen readers. The authors of Lambda project in papers [1, 23]
presented the alternative and graphic presentation of mathematical formulas using Braille
and computer displays. The desired solution should not contain additional requirements
such as Braille monitors, because of their high cost. Additional barrier is the difference
between 8-point mathematical Braille notations, proposed in this project, comparing to 6-
point national mathematical Braille notations. Garderen et al. reports very little explicit
instructional information about structural information representations in the classical
math text books [15]. Moreover, the existing solutions do not allow interactive editing
and following all the steps required to solve the exercise by students themselves. The
presented solution in this paper can overcome the described challenges. By dividing the
exercise into sequence of elementary step the impaired user can easily switch between
details and wider context. The rules how to present the details at the specific step of the
exercises were consulted with mathematicians and visually impaired students. ForMath
multimedia platform, which was developed, is primarily a collection of interactive
exercises tailored for the math program implemented in most faculties of technical
universities [2]. The system offers two possibilities. First option refers to solving the
exercise independently, and then checking the results. Comments to the wrong answers
are presented in case of typical errors. Second option is to solve the exercise by using
created platform. In this case, a user is getting: hints, mistakes’ descriptions, theory and
various paths of solution. Continuous analysis of faults in each step of the exercise being
solved allows on one hand to correct solution, and on the other hand allows the system to
suggest another exercise according to the needs of a particular user.

The aim of this paper is to present the developed multimedia solution. The article is organized
as follows. In the section 2 the following issues are described: generation of state machine, design
of transition conditions, generating the presentation and accessible description layers and a typical
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usage by a blind user. The section 3 contains the examples of the generated screens corresponding
to solve exercise, which is presented in previous section. The section 4 summarize the advantages
of the proposed method comparing to Braille’a notation and DAISY standard.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Representation of the information contained in math formulas

Mathematical symbols are well known de facto international standard and are included in
Unicode character set [33]. Commonly used notations to describe the math formulas are
Mathematical Markup Language (MathML) [16] and LaTeX [21]. MathML is a mathematical
markup language, an application of Extensible Markup Language (XML) for describing
mathematical notations. It is a part of HTML5 and an ISO standard ISO/IEC DIS 40314.
MathML deals not only with the presentation, but also with the meaning of formula compo-
nents. Some efforts are focused on the development of translation tool to process MathML into
native-language text accessible for visually impaired people [26]. Some publication report that
it is a difficult task [13].

The origin aim of the TeX was to create something that would allow simple construction of
mathematical formulas. The strength of this notation is the math formulas presentation both in
printed documents and web pages comparing to MathML notation [34].

In our application we decided to use TeX notation due to its better presentation of complex
math formulas. However, some researchers report that TeX does not provide an encoding of
the semantics for the mathematical material and this information must be derived from some
(external) context [34]. Due to this fact, to guarantee the high quality of education materials,
we decided to avoid automatic conversion to alternative text description.

2.2 Decomposition of math exercise into steps

To increase the value of the prepared materials for self- study, self-assessment and evaluation,
the first step of the planned methodology is to divide the exercise into following sequence of
elementary steps leading to solve a mathematical problem. The extracted steps and the
conditions of the transition between them create the decision tree of the exercise solution
(Fig. 1). At the every step of solving the exercise the possible types of errors are defined.

2.3 Methods of preparing visual presentation exercise

To generate elements of solved exercise the specific language was created, which consists of 5
groups of commands:

& screen and tiles images commands – responsible for generating full screens (e.g.
\fmScreen, \fmWindow) and their elements (e.g. \fmTileImage),

& control’s commands – responsible for generating instances of various kinds of control
buttons (e.g. \fmButton, \fmNext),

& interactive element commands - responsible for generating interactive element (e.g.
\fmText, \fmList, \fmOption),

& action commands – responsible for generating interactive elements (e.g. \fmGoTo),
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& others commands – every other commands not included in above groups (e.g. \fmExercise,
\fmEnd).

Mathematical formulas found in various stages of exercise are written in TeX notation. The
example of mentioned additional commands are presented in Fig. 2.

A mathematician is preparing the graph of solving process of an exercise, with all
incorrect ways. He/she must use the experience to predict student errors and for all
these errors a screen with explanations and comments. Sometimes it is necessary to
present some screens of theory. To establish the connection between screens the author
of an exercise can use the commands \fmGoTo. It was convenient to consider a screen
as a collection of tiles with a condition of visibility. Commonly each error is associated
with one tile on the bottom of screen. So many of fm-commands have a condition of
visibility.

The prepared TeX source is processed by program fm, written in C++ especially for this
project. It divide the text into screens using \fmScreen, \fmWindow. Then the screens are
divided into tiles by \fmTileImage and the button commands. Each tile is wrapped separately
into LaTeX file, then the programs: latex and dvipng are executed on this file. Formally, the
buttons are a kind of tiles but there is no need to proceed them by latex and dvipng. On the tile
there are some interactive elements, occupies rectangular areas. The program calculates the
position of them.

Then the program fm must read all variables, conditions and assignments. A special
fm-language was developed to support the logic of an exercise. There are 5 types:
strings, integers, Boolean values, names of screens and windows. There are also eight

Fig. 1 The concept of the exercise decision tree (left) and its example (right)
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types of variables, local and global. We construct expressions with the following actions:
+, −, *,/, %, |x|. We can use comparisons: <, >, <=. >=, =, !=. The results are Boolean
values for which we can use logical operations: and, or and not. Eventually, we get
conditions used for describe visibility. Some fm commands have assignments:
\fmOnEnter, \fmOnExit and \fmGoTo. The assignment has the form Bvariable =
expresion^. The position in source is used to distinguish comparisons from assignments.
The whole fm-language is described in [37].

The program fm compiles the variables, conditions and assignments into JavaScript
language. The example: the condition can be written as follows: 1 < x + y < 4. We get after
compilation in JavaScript: ((1 < z.x + z.y)&&(z.x + z.y < 4)).

Fig. 2 The decomposition of the
exercise into steps: the extracted
step example in TeX notation
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Based on the exercise description prepared in TeX notation the collection of screens
representing the various stages of solution, transition conditions, types of errors and interactive
elements have been generated by developed interpreter.

As a result of the interpretation of the source the following components are produced:

& the collection of tiles images for each screen – representing the rectangle areas of each
screen (.eps,.png format) (Fig. 3),

& exercise structure file – including: the screens order, transition conditions, java script code
to process the interactive event in CDATA markup (.xml format) (Fig. 3),

& the collection of alternative text descriptions corresponding to components of math
formulas (.xml format) (Fig. 4),

& the structure includes all variables defining the exercise status (Java Script Object Notation
format) (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 Fragment of the structure file of the exercise (up) and generated tile images (down)
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For better understanding the way how the program is working, let us trace a fragment of a
source:

\fmScreen{E2}
(…)
\fmOption(1)[E2wyb1=0]
\noindent
(…)
\fmTileImage[war=1]

Fig. 4 The alternative description
file (up) and JSON structure
include variable defining the
exercise status (down)
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This is not the correct(…)correct answer. (*)
\ fmTileImage[war=3]
There can be only one series of options by a screen. We use variable Bwar^ if we refer to the

selected option. The full name of the variable is E2$war, where E2 is the name of a screen and
B$^ is a separator. In JSON file we got:

(…)
"E2$war":0,
(…)
The tile (*) is compiled to an image Btile_image_06.png^. In XML we got something like

that:
< t i l e I m a g e W i d t h = " 1 1 0 3 " H e i g h t = " 1 2 7 "

Picture=Btile_image_06.png^
type="normal">
<conditon><![CDATA[(z.E2$war==1)]]></condition>
</tileImage>
There are several kinds of tile images: normal, selection, button and special button. Another

collection of fields are e. g.: field of list element selection, the number input field, the string
input field etc. The state machine manages to display dynamically the tiles images depending
on the user interaction on every stage of solved exercise.

2.4 Interactive multimedia presentation of solved exercise in web browser

Exercise content loaded into web browser is divided into logical layers:

& active layer – contains elements of user interaction,
& graphical layer – includes graphical representation of each step,
& alternative description layer – contains alternative text description of math formulas

components.

In order to enable a blind person to use prepared mathematical exercises the installation of
screen reader in the operating system is required. User interaction is possible by keyboard
shortcuts and screen reader commands, which allows text and mathematical formulas to be
interactively read aloud.

The program formath.js. which prepare the view, work with AJAX and reads XML file. For
each tile, the window in a current screen program checks the visibility condition to find out if
join the tile to the screen. The values of the variables are taken form JSON file.

To make the program personal for each student, the JSON file for each exercise chosen by
him/her is saved in his/her own directory. The JOSN file saves also a name of current screen
and values of each variable, especially the number of errors.

Let us take closer look to the process of changing the screen.
The author simply puts down:
\fmButton(Next)
\fmGoTo{E2}(BB)[war=1]{E2wyb1=1}
\fmGoTo{E4}[war=2]
\fmGoTo{E2}(BB)[war=3]{E2wyb3=1}
In XML we got:
<tileImage type="button" text="Next">(…)
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<goto target="E2">
<condition><![CDATA[(z.E2$war==1)]]></condition>
<assignment><![CDATA[z.Enext='E2']]></assignment>
< assignment><![CDATA[z.e_$BB++]]></assignment>
<assignment><![CDATA[z.E2wyb1=(1)]]></assignment>
</goto>
<goto cel="E4" src="l:37:33">
<condition><![CDATA[(z.E2$war==2)]]></condition>
<assignment><![CDATA[z.Enext='E4']]><assignment>
</goto>
(… one more go to …)
Program formath.js make Beval()^ on each condition of Bgoto^ series. If the condition is

true, the program makes the assignments. Let us notice that the target screen (E2 or E4) is
changed to assignment Bz.Enext='E2'^.

The number of errors named BBB^ is saved in JSON file as "e_$BB". The PHP program
chooses the next exercise for the student by examining the number of errors in local JSON files.

2.5 Alternative math formulas presentation accessible for blind user

There are no defined standards for reading aloud math formulas for Polish language.
The same formulas can be read in different ways depending on math knowledge which
can lead to ambiguity in the understanding of them. Voice reading are also difference
according to various culture, languages and user experience.

Text descriptions used in prepared exercises were consulted with mathematicians and
teacher of blind people. At the beginning of our research, the Speech Rule Engine was
not in stable state. Moreover, it supports only English language [30]. To solve the
problem of presenting the mathematical formulas in native language (Polish), a set of
rules for describing the mathematical formulas were proposed in our own. The alterna-
tive description of new mathematical exercise, in the approach based on proposed rules,
must be prepared manually. The proposed rules are collected in guideline (prepared by
the authors), including the rules and usage example for different areas of mathematics.
Comparison between presented approach and automatic alternative translation built in
Speech Rule Engine will be presented in section 4.

Next, the defined rules were used to read aloud mathematical formulas to the visually
impaired people with a various level of mathematical knowledge. The results confirmed
good understanding of mathematical formulas by using prepared alternative description
[3]. In the presented example of the exercise, alternative descriptions of proposed
solutions are as follows:

Proposal 1

∫
x2

sin2x3
dx ¼ −

1

2
cotx3 þ C C∈R ð1Þ

Integral of fraction nominator x power 2 end of power denominator sinus power 2 end of
power x power 3 end of power end of fraction dx = − fraction nominator 1 denominator
2 end of fraction cotangent x power 3 end of power + C, C is an element of the set R
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Proposal 2

∫
x2

sin2x3
dx ¼ −

1

3
cotx3 þ C C∈R ð2Þ

Integral of fraction nominator x power 2 end of power denominator sinus power 2 end of
power x power 3 end of power end of fraction dx = − fraction nominator 1 denominator
3 end of fraction cotangent x power 3 end of power + C, C is an element of the set R

Proposal 3

∫
x2

sin2x3
dx ¼ −

1

3
tanx3 þ C C∈R ð3Þ

Integral of fraction nominator x power 2 end of power denominator sinus power 2 end of
power x power 3 end of power end of fraction dx = − fraction nominator 1 denominator
3 end of fraction tangent x power 3 end of power + C, C is an element of the set R

3 Results

Examples of screens corresponding to the solved exercise are presented in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.
The graphical interface of presented platform was designed and implemented as web

application, using PHP and JavaScript technologies [8, 14]. Files of the exercise structure
are generated once and are stored on server site, which allows the platform to be used
simultaneously by many users. The user session provides possibility to archive an
information about user activity.

The presented platform included about 240 prepared exercises from different areas of
mathematics and 60 selected exercises including alternative description layer, created

Fig. 5 Example of a step of the solved exercise including selection list
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according to proposed rules. About 1000 students and about 40 impaired students from 6
faculties of the university use this platform during math courses for both self and class
learning. They used following components: Windows 7, 8,10 and Mac OS X operating
systems, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer, Chrome and Safari web browsers.

The accessibility and usability of developed e-learning platform was tested and
evaluated by 23 impaired students: 12 low vision, 7 blind and 4 motor impaired, who
had hand movement problems and used special keyboards or assistive devices. Blind
students used the following popular screen reader: Jaws from Freedom Scientific Com-
pany [19], Windows Eyes from GW Micro Company [35] and Non Visual Desktop
Access open source product [24]. Low vision students prefer using screen magnifiers
like: Dolphin SuperNova Magnifier and Screen Reader from Dolphin Assistive Technol-
ogy from life [11] or ZoomText MagReader from AiSquared Company [38].

The evaluation of the platform accessibility was conducted in few steps. The set of
mathematical formulas and their alternative descriptions were prepared in the first step,
which include dozens basic, complex and advanced formulas from different areas of
mathematics. The evaluation criteria, which were collected in evaluation forms, were as
follows:

& Recognition the structure of math formulas (the nominal scale: good, medium, poor; the
students’ comments describing difficulties),

& Simplicity of navigation in the structure of the equation (the nominal scale: good, medium,
poor; the student’s comments describing difficulties),

Fig. 6 Example of a step of the solved exercise including text area

Fig. 7 Example of a step of the solved exercise including drop-down selection list
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& Understanding of math formulas (the nominal scale: good, medium, poor; the student’s
comments describing difficulties),

The blind students reported recognition level (75%) lower than low vision students (93%).
The level of structure recognition was proportional to complexity of nested structures like
fraction in fractions, several nested parenthesis, etc. Recognition of such structures required
multiple navigation and reading aloud of substructure. The student emphasized the usability of
additional words in alterative descriptions, containing information about the structure of the
formulas.

As regard the second criteria, the scope of enable navigation modes resulted from available
navigation modes of used screen readers and magnifiers: navigation by formulas, the elements
of formulas (words), characters. Analysis of the results indicates that formulas and words
navigation modes were the most frequently used. The character mode is useful when the long
numbers exist in the formulas.

The study confirmed the good understanding of simple and complex formulas of 73–90%
by blind and low vision students. The level of understanding of advanced formulas depends on
the level of mathematical knowledge, what has been deduced based on the analysis of
students’ comments.

The second step of evaluation was focused on ergonomic and navigation through graphical
user interface elements using keyboards or assistive technologies (the nominal scale: good,
medium, poor; the students’ comments describing difficulties). Ergonomic in this work
includes consistency of size, arrangement, colour and naming of user interface elements.
The 92% of users indicate good ergonomic of developed platform and full access and
navigation using keyboards. At this stage of evaluation especially motor impaired students
were engaged, who had hand movement problems.

At the last step of evaluation the efficiency of exercise solving by impaired student was
performed. At the beginning, it was necessary to assess the math knowledge level from the
particular math area of the participants. Each of them resolved three exercises of different level
of complexity in traditional form and complete the math test. In the next step, the developed
platform was used by students resolving exercise from the same area of mathematics. The
complexity of this exercise was chosen individually for each student based on the result of the
preliminary test. The assessment is based on the number of mistakes made, which are the sum
of all elementary step during solving the particular kind of exercise at the specific topic and
difficulty level. The mistakes made were available by user session logs. Based on the analysis
of the most frequently mistakes made, system choose the next exercises related to the same
issue and level of difficulties. If the student solved the exercise 100% correctly the platform
proposes the next more complex exercise and the process is repeated.

Based on the analysis of users’ logs (number of mistakes made, type and number of solving
exercises) it can be concluded that:

& 12 out of 23 students improved the efficiency of exercise resolving - the number of
mistakes made were decreased during the test.

& 6 out of 23 students also improved the efficiency of exercise resolving. The number of
mistakes made were decreased but they had to resolve much more exercises of the same
level of complexity comparing to the first group to achieve the similar level of efficiency.

& For 5 out of 23 students there were no progress during resolving math simple exercises, the
number of mistakes made were at the high level. Moreover, based on the preliminary test
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and students comments after the test in platform it can be conclude that their knowledge
level of mathematics was inadequate to solving such type of exercises.

4 Discussion

The proposed method is the voice presentation of math formulas, containing additional
information about their structure, understandable for visually impaired user. Introduced split
into stages and interactive elements occurring at different stages enable a blind person to study
math through self-solving exercises. The proposed method compared to the previously used,
which is based on translations of conventional mathematical notation materials to Braille’a
notation, has several advantages.

Preparing Braille’a materials containing math formulas is expensive and time-consuming
for Braille transcribers. In addition, direct translation of text material may be insufficient due to
the little explicit instructional information about representations [15]. Update and modification
of prepared exercise are easier compared to Braille’a and DAISY standard. What is more, the
collaboration between blind and teacher is easier and does not required knowledge of Braille ‘a
and Braille‘a math extension notation from the teacher.

Preparing the concept of exercises and content in LATEX, including division, elabo-
ration of assessment and transition conditions at every elementary step, consumes from 2
to 10 h. Based on the experience gained during the elaboration of an alternative
description for 60 interactive exercises, it can be said that the time needed to prepare
alternative descriptions of the exercise ranged from 2 to 5 h, depending on the number
and complexity of elementary formulas. At the beginning of our research, the Speech
Rule Engine was not in stable state. Moreover, it supports only English language [31].
This is the main reasons why we did not use it in our approach. Text descriptions used in
prepared exercises were consulted with mathematicians. Reading aloud math formulas is
different according to various culture, languages and user experience. Another important
barrier in using Speech Rule Engine (SRE) was limited support for various screen
readers and magnifiers. Other important reason is the fact that our solution uses LATEX
notation to describe the mathematical formulas, which is not supported by the SRE.
Supporting LATEX in SRE requires a translator between LATEX and MathML notations,
which expands the stack of used technologies [29]. Some researchers raise the issue of
ambiguity convert between LATEX and MathML notation [34]. Additionally, another
report that TeX does not provide an encoding of the semantics for the mathematical
material and this information must be derived from some (external) context [3]. Due to
this fact, to guarantee high quality of education materials, we decided to avoid automatic
conversion to alternative text description. In the future work automated translation of
math formulas into native-language text will be considered. One important possible step,
which significantly shorten the time for preparing the alternative description of formulas,
will be the integration of acquired knowledge and experience to prepare the rules
consistent with the XPath syntax, which can be integrate in SRE. Some of adapted
exercises contain simple graphics which were described according to Graphics Descrip-
tion Guidelines developed by Carl and Ruth Shapiro Family National Center for Acces-
sible Media at WGBH (NCAM) in conjunction with the DIAGRAM Center [9]. In order
to develop an alternative chart description automatically, we are considering to use
EvoGraphs from EvoXLabs Company [12].
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During the further research and development it is intended to prepare math courses with
interactive exercises from other areas of mathematics such as algebra and statistics. Moreover,
the presented platform can be easily adapted to courses from other scientific and technical
disciplines: chemistry, physics, informatics, etc.
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